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• Considerable variability in each class. 
• Euclidean distances are meaningless.
• Need to find Informative Invariants.
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Abstract— Intelligent tasks, such as visual perception, auditory
perception, and language understanding require the construction
of good internal representations of the world (or ”features”),
which must be invariant to irrelevant variations of the input
while, preserving relevant information. A major question for
Machine Learning is how to learn such good features auto-
matically. Convolutional Networks (ConvNets) are a biologically-
inspired trainable architecture that can learn invariant features.
Each stage in a ConvNets is composed of a filter bank, some
non-linearities, and feature pooling layers. With multiple stages,
a ConvNet can learn multi-level hierarchies of features. While
ConvNets have been successfully deployed in many commercial
applications from OCR to video surveillance, they require large
amounts of labeled training samples. We describe new unsu-
pervised learning algorithms, and new non-linear stages that
allow ConvNets to be trained with very few labeled samples.
Applications to visual object recognition and vision navigation
for off-road mobile robots are described.

I. LEARNING INTERNAL REPRESENTATIONS

One of the key questions of Vision Science (natural and
artificial) is how to produce good internal representations of
the visual world. What sort of internal representation would
allow an artificial vision system to detect and classify objects
into categories, independently of pose, scale, illumination,
conformation, and clutter? More interestingly, how could an
artificial vision system learn appropriate internal representa-
tions automatically, the way animals and human seem to learn
by simply looking at the world? In the time-honored approach
to computer vision (and to pattern recognition in general),
the question is avoided: internal representations are produced
by a hand-crafted feature extractor, whose output is fed to a
trainable classifier. While the issue of learning features has
been a topic of interest for many years, considerable progress
has been achieved in the last few years with the development
of so-called deep learning methods.

Good internal representations are hierarchical. In vision,
pixels are assembled into edglets, edglets into motifs, motifs
into parts, parts into objects, and objects into scenes. This
suggests that recognition architectures for vision (and for
other modalities such as audio and natural language) should
have multiple trainable stages stacked on top of each other,
one for each level in the feature hierarchy. This raises two
new questions: what to put in each stage? and how to train
such deep, multi-stage architectures? Convolutional Networks
(ConvNets) are an answer to the first question. Until recently,
the answer to the second question was to use gradient-based
supervised learning, but recent research in deep learning has
produced a number of unsupervised methods which greatly
reduce the need for labeled samples.

Convolutional Networks
Convolutional Networks [1], [2] are trainable multistage

architectures composed of multiple stages. The input and
output of each stage are sets of arrays called feature maps. For
example, if the input is a color image, each feature map would
be a 2D array containing a color channel of the input image
(for an audio input each feature map would be a 1D array,
and for a video or volumetric image, it would be a 3D array).
At the output, each feature map represents a particular feature

Fig. 1. A typical ConvNet architecture with two feature stages

extracted at all locations on the input. Each stage is composed
of three layers: a filter bank layer, a non-linearity layer, and a
feature pooling layer. A typical ConvNet is composed of one,
two or three such 3-layer stages, followed by a classification
module. Each layer type is now described for the case of image
recognition.
Filter Bank Layer - F : the input is a 3D array with n1 2D
feature maps of size n2!n3. Each component is denoted xijk,
and each feature map is denoted xi. The output is also a 3D
array, y composed of m1 feature maps of size m2 ! m3. A
trainable filter (kernel) kij in the filter bank has size l1 ! l2
and connects input feature map xi to output feature map yj .
The module computes yj = bj +

!
i kij " xi where " is

the 2D discrete convolution operator and bj is a trainable
bias parameter. Each filter detects a particular feature at every
location on the input. Hence spatially translating the input of
a feature detection layer will translate the output but leave it
otherwise unchanged.
Non-Linearity Layer: In traditional ConvNets this simply
consists in a pointwise tanh() sigmoid function applied to
each site (ijk). However, recent implementations have used
more sophisticated non-linearities. A useful one for natural im-
age recognition is the rectified sigmoid Rabs: abs(gi.tanh())
where gi is a trainable gain parameter. The rectified sigmoid is
sometimes followed by a subtractive and divisive local normal-
ization N , which enforces local competition between adjacent
features in a feature map, and between features at the same
spatial location. The subtractive normalization operation for a
given site xijk computes: vijk = xijk #

!
ipq wpq.xi,j+p,k+q,

where wpq is a normalized truncated Gaussian weighting
window (typically of size 9x9). The divisive normalization
computes yijk = vijk/max(mean(!jk),!jk) where !jk =
(
!

ipq wpq.v2i,j+p,k+q)
1/2. The local contrast normalization

layer is inspired by visual neuroscience models [3], [4].
Feature Pooling Layer: This layer treats each feature map
separately. In its simplest instance, called PA, it computes
the average values over a neighborhood in each feature map.
The neighborhoods are stepped by a stride larger than 1
(but smaller than or equal the pooling neighborhood). This
results in a reduced-resolution output feature map which is
robust to small variations in the location of features in the
previous layer. The average operation is sometimes replaced
by a max PM . Traditional ConvNets use a pointwise tanh()
after the pooling layer, but more recent models do not. Some
ConvNets dispense with the separate pooling layer entirely, but
use strides larger than one in the filter bank layer to reduce

Hierarchical invariance
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Fig. 2. An example of feature extraction stage of the type F!Rabs!N!PA.
An input image (or a feature map) is passed through a filter bank, followed
by abs(gi. tanh()), local subtractive and divisive contrast normalization, and
spatial pooling/sub-sampling.

the resolution [5], [6]. In some recent versions of ConvNets,
the pooling also pools similar feature at the same location, in
addition to the same feature at nearby locations [7].

Supervised training is performed using a form of stochastic
gradient descent to minimize the discrepancy between the
desired output and the actual output of the network. All
the coefficient of all the filters in all the layers are updated
simultaneously by the learning procedure. The gradients are
computed with the back-propagation method. Details of the
procedure are given in [2], and methods for efficient training
are detailed in [8].

History and Applications
ConvNets can be seen as a representatives of a wide

class of models that we will call Multi-Stage Hubel-Wiesel
Architectures. The idea is rooted in Hubel and Wiesel’s classic
1962 work on the cat’s primary visual cortex. It identified
orientation-selective simple cells with local receptive fields,
whose role is similar to the ConvNets filter bank layers, and
complex cells, whose role is similar to the pooling layers.
The first such model to be simulated on a computer was
Fukushima’s Neocognitron [9], which used a layer-wise, un-
supervised competitive learning algorithm for the filter banks,
and a separately-trained supervised linear classifier for the
output layer. The innovation in [5], [1] was to simplify the
architecture and to use the back-propagation algorithm to
train the entire system in a supervised fashion. The approach
was very successful for such tasks as OCR and handwrit-
ing recognition. An operational bank check reading system
built around ConvNets was developed at AT&T in the early
1990’s [2]. It was first deployed commercially in 1993, running
on a DSP board in check-reading ATM machines in Europe
and the US, and was deployed in large bank check reading
machines in 1996. By the late 90’s it was reading over
10% of all the checks in the US. This motivated Microsoft
to deploy ConvNets in a number of OCR and handwriting
recognition systems [6], [10], [11] including for Arabic [12]
and Chinese characters [13]. Supervised ConvNets have also
been used for object detection in images, including faces
with record accuracy and real-time performance [14], [15],
[16], [17], Google recently deployed a ConvNet to detect
faces and license plate in StreetView images so as to protect
privacy [18]. NEC has deployed ConvNet-based system in
Japan for tracking customers in supermarket and recognizing
their gender and age. Vidient Technologies has developed a
ConvNet-based video surveillance system deployed in several
airports in the US. France Télécom has deployed ConvNet-
based face detection systems for video-conference and other
systems [15]. Other experimental detection applications in-
clude hands/gesture [19], logos and text [20]. A big advantage
of ConvNets for detection is their computational efficiency:
even though the system is trained on small windows, it suffices
to extend the convolutions to the size of the input image
and replicate the output layer to compute detections at every
location. Supervised ConvNets have also been used for vision-
based obstacle avoidance for off-road mobile robots [21]. Two

participants in the recent DARPA-sponsored LAGR program
on vision-based navigation for off-road robots used ConvNets
for long-range obstacle detection [22], [23]. In [22], the system
is pre-trained off-line using a combination of unsupervised
learning (as described in section II) and supervised learning.
It is then adapted on-line, as the robot runs, using labels
provided by a short-range stereovision system (see videos at
http://www.cs.nyu.edu/ yann/research/lagr). Inter-
esting new applications include image restoration [24] and
image segmentation, particularly for biological images [25].
The big advantage over MRFs is the ability to take a large
context window into account. Stunning results were obtained
at MIT for reconstructing neuronal circuits from an stack of
brain slice images a few nanometer thick. [26].

Over the years, other instances of the Multi-Stage Hubel-
Wiesel Architecture have appeared that are in the tradition
of the Neocognitron: unlike supervised ConvNets, they use
a combination of hand-crafting, and simple unsupervised
methods to design the filter banks. Notable examples include
Mozer’s visual models [27], and the so-called HMAX family
of models from T. Poggio’s lab at MIT [28], [29], which
uses hard-wired Gabor filters in the first stage, and a simple
unsupervised random template selection algorithm for the
second stage. All stages use point-wise non-linearities and
max pooling. From the same institute, Pinto et al. [4] have
identified the most appropriate non-linearities and normaliza-
tions by running systematic experiments with a a single-stage
architecture using GPU-based parallel hardware.

II. UNSUPERVISED LEARNING OF CONVNETS

Training deep, multi-stage architectures using supervised
gradient back propagation requires many labeled samples.
However in many problems labeled data is scarce whereas un-
labeled data is abundant. Recent research in deep learning [30],
[31], [32] has shown that unsupervised learning can be used
to train each stage one after the other using only unlabeled
data, reducing the requirement for labeled samples signifi-
cantly. In [33], using abs and normalization non-linearities,
unsupervised pre-training, and supervised global refinement
has been shown to yield excellent performance on the Caltech-
101 dataset with only 30 training samples per category (more
on this below). In [34], good accuracy was obtained on the
same set using a very different unsupervised method based on
sparse Restricted Boltzmann Machines. Several works at NEC
have also shown that using auxiliary tasks [35], [36] helps
regularizing the system and produces excellent performance.

Unsupervised Training with Predictive Sparse Decomposition
The unsupervised method we propose, to learn the filter

coefficients in the filter bank layers, is called Predictive Sparse
Decomposition (PSD) [37]. Similar to the well-known sparse
coding algorithms [38], inputs are approximated as a sparse
linear combination of dictionary elements. In conventional
sparse coding for any given input X , one needs to run
an expensive optimization algorithm to find Z! (the “basis
pursuit” problem). PSD trains a feed-forward regressor (or
encoder) C(X,K) to quickly approximate the sparse solution
Z!. During training, the feature vector Z! is obtained by
minimizing:

E(Z,W,K) = !X "WZ!22 + !!Z!1 + !Z " C(X,K)!22
where W is the matrix whose columns are the dictionnary
elements and K are the filters. For each training sample X ,
one first finds Z! that minimizes E, then W and K are

!(x)
x y
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of good internal representations of the world (or ”features”),
which must be invariant to irrelevant variations of the input
while, preserving relevant information. A major question for
Machine Learning is how to learn such good features auto-
matically. Convolutional Networks (ConvNets) are a biologically-
inspired trainable architecture that can learn invariant features.
Each stage in a ConvNets is composed of a filter bank, some
non-linearities, and feature pooling layers. With multiple stages,
a ConvNet can learn multi-level hierarchies of features. While
ConvNets have been successfully deployed in many commercial
applications from OCR to video surveillance, they require large
amounts of labeled training samples. We describe new unsu-
pervised learning algorithms, and new non-linear stages that
allow ConvNets to be trained with very few labeled samples.
Applications to visual object recognition and vision navigation
for off-road mobile robots are described.

I. LEARNING INTERNAL REPRESENTATIONS

One of the key questions of Vision Science (natural and
artificial) is how to produce good internal representations of
the visual world. What sort of internal representation would
allow an artificial vision system to detect and classify objects
into categories, independently of pose, scale, illumination,
conformation, and clutter? More interestingly, how could an
artificial vision system learn appropriate internal representa-
tions automatically, the way animals and human seem to learn
by simply looking at the world? In the time-honored approach
to computer vision (and to pattern recognition in general),
the question is avoided: internal representations are produced
by a hand-crafted feature extractor, whose output is fed to a
trainable classifier. While the issue of learning features has
been a topic of interest for many years, considerable progress
has been achieved in the last few years with the development
of so-called deep learning methods.

Good internal representations are hierarchical. In vision,
pixels are assembled into edglets, edglets into motifs, motifs
into parts, parts into objects, and objects into scenes. This
suggests that recognition architectures for vision (and for
other modalities such as audio and natural language) should
have multiple trainable stages stacked on top of each other,
one for each level in the feature hierarchy. This raises two
new questions: what to put in each stage? and how to train
such deep, multi-stage architectures? Convolutional Networks
(ConvNets) are an answer to the first question. Until recently,
the answer to the second question was to use gradient-based
supervised learning, but recent research in deep learning has
produced a number of unsupervised methods which greatly
reduce the need for labeled samples.

Convolutional Networks
Convolutional Networks [1], [2] are trainable multistage

architectures composed of multiple stages. The input and
output of each stage are sets of arrays called feature maps. For
example, if the input is a color image, each feature map would
be a 2D array containing a color channel of the input image
(for an audio input each feature map would be a 1D array,
and for a video or volumetric image, it would be a 3D array).
At the output, each feature map represents a particular feature

Fig. 1. A typical ConvNet architecture with two feature stages

extracted at all locations on the input. Each stage is composed
of three layers: a filter bank layer, a non-linearity layer, and a
feature pooling layer. A typical ConvNet is composed of one,
two or three such 3-layer stages, followed by a classification
module. Each layer type is now described for the case of image
recognition.
Filter Bank Layer - F : the input is a 3D array with n1 2D
feature maps of size n2!n3. Each component is denoted xijk,
and each feature map is denoted xi. The output is also a 3D
array, y composed of m1 feature maps of size m2 ! m3. A
trainable filter (kernel) kij in the filter bank has size l1 ! l2
and connects input feature map xi to output feature map yj .
The module computes yj = bj +

!
i kij " xi where " is

the 2D discrete convolution operator and bj is a trainable
bias parameter. Each filter detects a particular feature at every
location on the input. Hence spatially translating the input of
a feature detection layer will translate the output but leave it
otherwise unchanged.
Non-Linearity Layer: In traditional ConvNets this simply
consists in a pointwise tanh() sigmoid function applied to
each site (ijk). However, recent implementations have used
more sophisticated non-linearities. A useful one for natural im-
age recognition is the rectified sigmoid Rabs: abs(gi.tanh())
where gi is a trainable gain parameter. The rectified sigmoid is
sometimes followed by a subtractive and divisive local normal-
ization N , which enforces local competition between adjacent
features in a feature map, and between features at the same
spatial location. The subtractive normalization operation for a
given site xijk computes: vijk = xijk #

!
ipq wpq.xi,j+p,k+q,

where wpq is a normalized truncated Gaussian weighting
window (typically of size 9x9). The divisive normalization
computes yijk = vijk/max(mean(!jk),!jk) where !jk =
(
!

ipq wpq.v2i,j+p,k+q)
1/2. The local contrast normalization

layer is inspired by visual neuroscience models [3], [4].
Feature Pooling Layer: This layer treats each feature map
separately. In its simplest instance, called PA, it computes
the average values over a neighborhood in each feature map.
The neighborhoods are stepped by a stride larger than 1
(but smaller than or equal the pooling neighborhood). This
results in a reduced-resolution output feature map which is
robust to small variations in the location of features in the
previous layer. The average operation is sometimes replaced
by a max PM . Traditional ConvNets use a pointwise tanh()
after the pooling layer, but more recent models do not. Some
ConvNets dispense with the separate pooling layer entirely, but
use strides larger than one in the filter bank layer to reduce

: Why ?
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and minimum activation values, then picked 20 equally
spaced thresholds in between. The reported accuracy
is the best classification accuracy among 20 thresholds.

4.3. Recognition

Surprisingly, the best neuron in the network performs
very well in recognizing faces, despite the fact that no
supervisory signals were given during training. The
best neuron in the network achieves 81.7% accuracy in
detecting faces. There are 13,026 faces in the test set,
so guessing all negative only achieves 64.8%. The best
neuron in a one-layered network only achieves 71% ac-
curacy while best linear filter, selected among 100,000
filters sampled randomly from the training set, only
achieves 74%.

To understand their contribution, we removed the lo-
cal contrast normalization sublayers and trained the
network again. Results show that the accuracy of
best neuron drops to 78.5%. This agrees with pre-
vious study showing the importance of local contrast
normalization (Jarrett et al., 2009).

We visualize histograms of activation values for face
images and random images in Figure 2. It can be seen,
even with exclusively unlabeled data, the neuron learns
to di!erentiate between faces and random distractors.
Specifically, when we give a face as an input image, the
neuron tends to output value larger than the threshold,
0. In contrast, if we give a random image as an input
image, the neuron tends to output value less than 0.

Figure 2. Histograms of faces (red) vs. no faces (blue).
The test set is subsampled such that the ratio between
faces and no faces is one.

4.4. Visualization

In this section, we will present two visualization tech-
niques to verify if the optimal stimulus of the neuron is
indeed a face. The first method is visualizing the most
responsive stimuli in the test set. Since the test set
is large, this method can reliably detect near optimal
stimuli of the tested neuron. The second approach
is to perform numerical optimization to find the op-
timal stimulus (Berkes & Wiskott, 2005; Erhan et al.,
2009; Le et al., 2010). In particular, we find the norm-
bounded input x which maximizes the output f of the

tested neuron, by solving:

x! = argmin
x

f(x;W,H), subject to ||x||2 = 1.

Here, f(x;W,H) is the output of the tested neuron
given learned parameters W,H and input x. In our
experiments, this constraint optimization problem is
solved by projected gradient descent with line search.

These visualization methods have complementary
strengths and weaknesses. For instance, visualizing
the most responsive stimuli may su!er from fitting to
noise. On the other hand, the numerical optimization
approach can be susceptible to local minima. Results,
shown in Figure 13, confirm that the tested neuron
indeed learns the concept of faces.

Figure 3. Top: Top 48 stimuli of the best neuron from the
test set. Bottom: The optimal stimulus according to nu-
merical constraint optimization.

4.5. Invariance properties

We would like to assess the robustness of the face de-
tector against common object transformations, e.g.,
translation, scaling and out-of-plane rotation. First,
we chose a set of 10 face images and perform distor-
tions to them, e.g., scaling and translating. For out-
of-plane rotation, we used 10 images of faces rotating
in 3D (“out-of-plane”) as the test set. To check the ro-
bustness of the neuron, we plot its averaged response
over the small test set with respect to changes in scale,
3D rotation (Figure 4), and translation (Figure 5).6

6Scaled, translated faces are generated by standard
cubic interpolation. For 3D rotated faces, we used 10 se-
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Figure 4. Scale (left) and out-of-plane (3D) rotation (right)
invariance properties of the best feature.

Figure 5. Translational invariance properties of the best
feature. x-axis is in pixels

The results show that the neuron is robust against
complex and di!cult-to-hard-wire invariances such as
out-of-plane rotation and scaling.

Control experiments on dataset without faces:
As reported above, the best neuron achieves 81.7% ac-
curacy in classifying faces against random distractors.
What if we remove all images that have faces from the
training set?

We performed the control experiment by running a
face detector in OpenCV and removing those training
images that contain at least one face. The recognition
accuracy of the best neuron dropped to 72.5% which
is as low as simple linear filters reported in section 4.3.

5. Cat and human body detectors

Having achieved a face-sensitive neuron, we would like
to understand if the network is also able to detect other
high-level concepts.

We observed that the most common objects in the
YouTube dataset are body parts and pets and hence
suspected that the network also learns these concepts.

To verify this hypothesis and quantify selectivity prop-
erties of the network with respect to these concepts,
we constructed two datasets, one for classifying hu-
man bodies against random backgrounds and one for
classifying cat faces against other random distractors.

quences of rotated faces from The She!eld Face Database –
http://www.she!eld.ac.uk/eee/research/iel/research/face.
Di"erent sequences record rotated faces of di"erent indi-
viduals. The dataset only contains rotated faces up to 90
degrees. See Appendix F for a sample sequence.

Figure 6. Visualization of the cat face neuron (left) and
human body neuron (right).

For the ease of interpretation, these datasets have a
positive-to-negative ratio identical to the face dataset.

The cat face images are collected from the dataset de-
scribed in (Zhang et al., 2008). In this dataset, there
are 10,000 positive images and 18,409 negative images
(so that the positive-to-negative ratio is similar to the
case of faces). The negative images are chosen ran-
domly from the ImageNet dataset.

Negative and positive examples in our human body
dataset are subsampled at random from a benchmark
dataset (Keller et al., 2009). In the original dataset,
each example is a pair of stereo black-and-white im-
ages. But for simplicity, we keep only the left images.
In total, like in the case of human faces, we have 13,026
positive and 23,974 negative examples.

We then followed the same experimental protocols as
before. The results, shown in Figure 14, confirm that
the network learns not only the concept of faces but
also the concepts of cat faces and human bodies.

Our high-level detectors also outperform standard
baselines in terms of recognition rates, achieving 74.8%
and 76.7% on cat and human body respectively. In
comparison, best linear filters (sampled from the train-
ing set) only achieve 67.2% and 68.1% respectively.

In Table 1, we summarize all previous numerical re-
sults comparing the best neurons against other base-
lines such as linear filters and random guesses. To un-
derstand the e"ects of training, we also measure the
performance of best neurons in the same network at
random initialization.

During the development process of our algorithm, we
also tried several other algorithms such as deep autoen-
coders (Hinton & Salakhutdinov, 2006; Bengio et al.,
2007) and K-means (Coates et al., 2011). In our im-
plementation, deep autoencoders are also locally con-
nected and use sigmoidal activation function. For K-
means, we downsample images to 40x40 in order to
lower computational costs.

We also varied the parameters of autoencoders, K-
means and chose them to maximize performances

”Stunning results”
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Fig. 2. Left: A scatterplot in which the vertical axis represents the x output of one
of the capsules for each digit image and the horizontal axis represents the x output
from the same capsule if that image is shifted by +3 or !3 pixels in the x direction.
If the original image is already near the limit of the x positions that the capsule can
represent, shifting further in that direction causes the capsule to produce the wrong
answer, but this does not matter if the capsule sets its probability to 0 for data outside
its domain of competence. Right: The outgoing weights of 10 of the 20 generative
units for 9 of the capsules.

present in the input image. The capsule also has its own “generation units” that
are used for computing the capsule’s contribution to the transformed image. The
inputs to the generation units are x + !x and y + !y, and the contributions
that the capsule’s generation units make to the output image are multiplied by
p, so inactive capsules have no e!ect.

For the transforming auto-encoder to produce the correct output image, it
is essential that the x and y values computed by each active capsule correspond
to the actual x and y position of its visual entity and we do not need to know
this visual entity or the origin of its coordinate frame in advance.

As a simple demonstration of the e"cacy of the transforming auto-encoder,
we trained a network with 30 capsules each of which had 10 recognition units
and 20 generation units. Each capsule sees the whole of an MNIST digit image.
Both the input and the output images are shifted randomly by -2, -1, 0, +1, or
+2 pixels in the x and y directions and the transforming auto-encoder is given
the resulting !x and !y as an additional input. Figure 2 shows that the capsules
do indeed output x and y values that shift in just the right way when the input
image is shifted. Figure 2 shows that the capsules learn generative units with
projective fields that are highly localized. The receptive fields of the recognition
units are noisier and somewhat less localized.

filtering
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filtering
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• Unsupervised learnig can only learn the symmetry group G
of the union of all classes.

G = G1 !G2 !G3 ! ...

that are shared by symmetry groups of di!erent classes.

• Supervised learning often can not learn the intra-variability
symmetry group of each class: not enough training samples.

• This group can be factorized in irreducible subgroups

G =
!

g : g.S = S
"

• The intra variability of a set S is characterized by the
symmetry group G of operators g that leave S invariant:

         Intra-Class Variability
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  Translations and Deformations

• Patterns are translated and deformed

• Textures are stationary (translation invariant) processes
with deformations

Symmetry group: R2 !Di!!(R2)

two dimensions infinite dimensions
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• Rotation and deformations

SO(2)!Di!!(SO(2))Symmetry group:

  Rotation and Scaling Variability

• Scaling and deformations

R!Di!!(R)Symmetry group:
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H : Heisenberg group of ”time-frequency” translations

     Frequency Transpositions
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Time and frequency translations and deformations:

Symmetry group: H !Di!!(H)

        Frequency Transpositions

log(!)

t
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Time and frequency translations and deformations:

Symmetry group: H !Di!!(H)

        Frequency Transpositions

log(!)

t
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Signal variability has multiple causes:

• What relation with deep networks ?

• Translations, rotations, scaling, frequency transpositions

and their di!eomorphism groups (deformations): physics.

• Many other causes: prononciations (speech), structural

variability of objects (images), ... that must be learned.

G1 !G2 !G3 !G4 ! ...Symmetry group :

Cascade of Transformation Groups
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 Understanding Deep Networks

• How to compute Stable Informative Invariants ?  
Multilayer convolution networks with wavelet scattering

• How to cascade group invariants ?
Convolutions and wavelet filters on extended groups. 

• How to learn groups ?
Learn «stable parts» with sparse representations.

• Applications to audio and image classifications
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Translation orbits
(two-dimensional)

• Translations and small deformations: R2 !Di!!(R2)

Stable Discriminant Invariants
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Translation orbits
(two-dimensional)

• Translations and small deformations: R2 !Di!!(R2)

Stable Discriminant Invariants
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Translation orbits
(two-dimensional)

• Translations and small deformations: R2 !Di!!(R2)

Stable Discriminant Invariants

Invariant to translations
!
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Translation orbits
(two-dimensional)

• Translations and small deformations: R2 !Di!!(R2)

Stable Discriminant Invariants

Deformation orbits
(high dimensional)

Invariant to translations
!
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Translation orbits
(two-dimensional)

Stable to deformations

• Translations and small deformations: R2 !Di!!(R2)

Stable Discriminant Invariants

Deformation orbits
(high dimensional)

Invariant to translations
!
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Translation orbits
(two-dimensional)

Stable to deformations

V!
4

V4

• Translations and small deformations: R2 !Di!!(R2)

Supervised learning:

Stable Discriminant Invariants

Deformation orbits
(high dimensional)

Invariant to translations
!
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Translation orbits
(two-dimensional)

Stable to deformations

V!
4

V4

PV!k
nearly invariant
to deformations

• Translations and small deformations: R2 !Di!!(R2)

Supervised learning:

Stable Discriminant Invariants

Deformation orbits
(high dimensional)

Invariant to translations
!
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Translation orbits
(two-dimensional)

Stable to deformations

V!
4

V4

PV!k
nearly invariant
to deformations

• Translations and small deformations: R2 !Di!!(R2)

Supervised learning:

Stable Discriminant Invariants

Invariant to translations
!
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Translation orbits
(two-dimensional)

Stable to deformations

V!
4

V4

PV!k
nearly invariant
to deformations

• Translations and small deformations: R2 !Di!!(R2)

Supervised learning:

Stable Discriminant Invariants

Invariant to translations
!

Discriminant
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Translation orbits
(two-dimensional)

Stable to deformations

V!
4

V4

PV!k
nearly invariant
to deformations

• Translations and small deformations: R2 !Di!!(R2)

Supervised learning:

Stable Discriminant Invariants

Invariant to translations
!

Discriminant
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Translation orbits
(two-dimensional)

Stable to deformations

V!
4

V4

PV!k
nearly invariant
to deformations

• Translations and small deformations: R2 !Di!!(R2)

Supervised learning:

Stable Discriminant Invariants

Invariant to translations
!

Discriminant
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Translation orbits
(two-dimensional)

Stable to deformations

V!
4

V4

V!
8

V8

PV!k
nearly invariant
to deformations

• Translations and small deformations: R2 !Di!!(R2)

Supervised learning:

Stable Discriminant Invariants

Invariant to translations
!

Discriminant
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Translation orbits
(two-dimensional)

Stable to deformations

V!
4

V4

V!
8

V8

PV!k
nearly invariant
to deformations

• Translations and small deformations: R2 !Di!!(R2)

Supervised learning:

Stable Discriminant Invariants

Invariant to translations
!

Discriminant
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Translation orbits
(two-dimensional)

Stable to deformations
PV!k

nearly invariant
to deformations

• Translations and small deformations: R2 !Di!!(R2)

Supervised learning:

Stable Discriminant Invariants

Invariant to translations
!

Discriminant
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• Invariance to translations xc(t) = x(t! c)

     Stable Translation Invariants

!c " R , !(xc) = !(x) .
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• Invariance to translations xc(t) = x(t! c)

     Stable Translation Invariants

!c " R , !(xc) = !(x) .

x(t)

xc(t)
0

0
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• Invariance to translations xc(t) = x(t! c)

     Stable Translation Invariants

!c " R , !(xc) = !(x) .

!(x)

!(xc)

: registration

0

0
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• Invariance to translations xc(t) = x(t! c)

     Stable Translation Invariants

!c " R , !(xc) = !(x) .

0

0

: Fourier Modulus!(x) = |x̂(!)|

!(xc) = |x̂c(!)|
!

!
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• Invariance to translations xc(t) = x(t! c)

• Stability to deformations x! (t) = x(t! !(t))

     Stable Translation Invariants

!c " R , !(xc) = !(x) .

0

0

x(t)

x! (t)
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• Invariance to translations xc(t) = x(t! c)

• Stability to deformations x! (t) = x(t! !(t))

     Stable Translation Invariants

small deformations of x =! small modifications of !(x)

!c " R , !(xc) = !(x) .

0

0

x(t)

x! (t)

deformation size

!! , "!(x! )# !(x)" $ C sup
t

|%!(t)| "x" .
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• Invariance to translations xc(t) = x(t! c)

• Stability to deformations x! (t) = x(t! !(t))

Not stable

     Stable Translation Invariants

small deformations of x =! small modifications of !(x)

!c " R , !(xc) = !(x) .

0

0

!(x)

!(x! ) !!(x)" !(x! )! # sup
t

|! !(t)| !x!

deformation size

!! , "!(x! )# !(x)" $ C sup
t

|%!(t)| "x" .
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• Invariance to translations xc(t) = x(t! c)

• Stability to deformations x! (t) = x(t! !(t))

Fourier invariants
are not stable either.

Not stable

     Stable Translation Invariants

small deformations of x =! small modifications of !(x)

!c " R , !(xc) = !(x) .

0

0

!(x)

!(x! ) !!(x)" !(x! )! # sup
t

|! !(t)| !x!

deformation size

!! , "!(x! )# !(x)" $ C sup
t

|%!(t)| "x" .
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• Dilated:

• Complex wavelet: !(t) = !a(t) + i !b(t)

!!(t) = "!j !("!jt) with # = "!j and " > 1 .

         Wavelet Transform

|!̂!(")|2

!

|!̂!!(")|2

!! !0

|!̂(")|2!!(t)
!!!(t)
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• Dilated:

Unitary: !Wx!2 = !x!2 .

• Complex wavelet: !(t) = !a(t) + i !b(t)

!!(t) = "!j !("!jt) with # = "!j and " > 1 .

x !" !(t) =
!

x(u)"!(t! u) du

         Wavelet Transform

|!̂!(")|2

!

|!̂!!(")|2

!! !0

|!̂(")|2!!(t)
!!!(t)

Wx =
!

x !" (t)
x !# !(t)

"

t,!

• Wavelet transform:

x̂(!)
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• The wavelet dictionary {!!(t! u)}t,! is translation invariant.

• Wavelets are uniformly stable to deformations:

!!! " !!,"! # C sup
t

|" !(t)| .

if !!," (t) = !!(t! "(t)) then

• To be generalized for learning

     Why Wavelets ?
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rotated and dilated:

real parts imaginary parts

• Complex wavelet: !(t) = !a(t) + i !b(t) , t = (t1, t2)

!!(t) = 2!j !(2!jrt) with " = (2j , r)

       Image Wavelet Transform

Wx =
!

x !" (t)
x !# !(t)

"

t,!

Unitary: !Wx!2 = !x!2 .

• Wavelet transform:
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x !" !1(t) = x ! "a
!1

(t) + i x ! "b
!1

(t)

    Wavelet Translation Invariance
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• The modulus |x ! "!1 | is a regular envelop

    Wavelet Translation Invariance

pooling|x !" !1(t)| =
!

|x !" a
!1

(t)|2 + |x !" b
!1

(t)|2
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• The modulus |x ! "!1 | is a regular envelop

|x !" !1 | ! #(t)

• The average |x !" !1 | ! #(t) is invariant to small translations

relatively to the support of !.

lim
!!1

|x !" "1 | ! #(t) =
!

|x !" "1(u)| du = !x !" "1!1

    Wavelet Translation Invariance
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|x !" !1 |

• The high frequencies of |x !" !1 | are in wavelet coe!cients:

W |x !" !1 | =
!

|x !" !1 | ! #(t)
|x !" !1 | ! "!2(t)

"

t,!2

    Recovering Lost Information

!!1 , !2 , | | x "# !1 | " #!2 | " $(t)

• Translation invariance by time averaging the amplitude:

|x !" !1 | ! #
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x

     Deep Convolution Network
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x
x !"

|x !" !1 |

     Deep Convolution Network
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x
x !"

|x !" !1 | ! #

||x !" !1 | ! "!2 |

|x !" !1 |

     Deep Convolution Network
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x
x !"

|x !" !1 | ! #

||x !" !1 | ! "!2 |
||x !" !1 | ! "!2 | ! #

|||x !" !1 | ! "!2 | ! "!3 |

|x !" !1 |

     Deep Convolution Network
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Sx =

!

""""#

x !" (u)
|x ! #!1 | ! "(u)

||x !# !1 | ! #!2 | ! "(u)
|||x !# !2 | ! #!2 | ! #!3 | ! "(u)

...

$

%%%%&

u,!1,!2,!3,...

Network ouptut:

      Scattering Vector
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Sx =

!

""""#

x !" (u)
|x ! #!1 | ! "(u)

||x !# !1 | ! #!2 | ! "(u)
|||x !# !2 | ! #!2 | ! #!3 | ! "(u)

...

$

%%%%&

u,!1,!2,!3,...

Network ouptut:

      Scattering Vector

MFCC and SIFT
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log(!1)
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t

log(!2)

|x !" !1(t)|

|x !" !1 | ! #(t)

||x !" !1 | ! "!2 | ! #(t) for $1 = log(1977)
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        Amplitude Modulation

1977 Hz

log(!1)

tlog(!1)

t

t

log(!2)

|x !" !1(t)|

|x !" !1 | ! #(t)

||x !" !1 | ! "!2 | ! #(t) for $1 = log(1977)
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x(t): stationary process

             Textures with Same Spectrum

Textures Power Spectrum
Fourier

!1

!2

!1

!2

x(t)
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x(t): stationary process

             Textures with Same Spectrum

Textures

window size = image size

Wavelet Scattering
Power Spectrum

Fourier

!1

!2

!1

!2

x(t) |x !" !1 | ! #
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x(t): stationary process

             Textures with Same Spectrum

Textures

window size = image size

Wavelet Scattering
Power Spectrum

Fourier

!1

!2

!1

!2

x(t) |x !" !1 | ! # ||x !" !1 | ! "!2 | ! #
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!
x ! " , x ! #!1

"

!1

x

!Wx"Wx!! = !x" x!!

               Scattering Cascade

: unitaryW
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x

!
x ! " , |x !# !1 |

"

!1

!!Wx" !Wx!! # !x" x!!contractive :
preserves norms: !!Wx! = !x!

               Scattering Cascade

!W
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x

!
x ! " , |x !# !1 |

"

!1

!
|x ! "!1 | ! # , ||x !" !1 | ! "!2 |

"

!1,!2

!
||x !" !1 | ! "!2 | ! # , |||x !" !1 | ! "!2 | ! "!3 |

"

!1,!2,!3

!
|||x !" !1 | ! "!2 | ! "!3 | ! # , ||||x !" !1 | ! "!2 | ! "!3 | ! "!4 |

"

!1,!2,!3,!4

!!Wx" !Wx!! # !x" x!!contractive :
preserves norms: !!Wx! = !x!

The scattering energy goes to zero as the depth increases.

               Scattering Cascade

!W

!W

!W

!W
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Sx =

!

""""#

x !" (u)
|x ! #!1 | ! "(u)

||x !# !1 | ! #!2 | ! "(u)
|||x !# !2 | ! #!2 | ! #!3 | ! "(u)

...

$

%%%%&

u,!1,!2,!3,...

contractive !Sx" Sy! # !x" y!

preserves norms !Sx! = !x!

stable to deformations x! (t) = x(t! !(t))

!Sx" Sx!! # C sup
t

|$!(t)| !x!

      Scattering  Properties

Theorem: For appropriate wavelets, a scattering is
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Theorem For appropriate wavelets

is invertible and the inverse is continuous.

!Wx =
"

x ! " , |x ! #!|
#

!

!W

Scattering Inversion: Phase Recovery
I. Waldspurger

x !" (t)

|x !" !(t)|
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x(t)
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Theorem For appropriate wavelets

is invertible and the inverse is continuous.

!Wx =
"

x ! " , |x ! #!|
#

!

!W

Scattering Inversion: Phase Recovery
I. Waldspurger
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Theorem For appropriate wavelets

is invertible and the inverse is continuous.

!Wx =
"

x ! " , |x ! #!|
#

!

Scattering Inversion: Phase Recovery
I. Waldspurger

Inverse scattering: x

!
x ! " , |x !# !1 |

"

!1

!
|x ! "!1 | ! # , ||x !" !1 | ! "!2 |

"

!1,!2

!W!1

!W!1

!W!1

!
||x !" !1 | ! "!2 | ! # , |||x !" !1 | ! "!2 | ! "!3 |

"

!1,!2,!3

!
|||x !" !1 | ! "!2 | ! "!3 | ! # , ||||x !" !1 | ! "!2 | ! "!3 | ! "!4 |

"

!1,!2,!3,!4

!W!1
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Theorem For appropriate wavelets

is invertible and the inverse is continuous.

!Wx =
"

x ! " , |x ! #!|
#

!

Propagation of errors
!

||x !" !1 | ! "!2 | ! # , 0
"

!1,!2,!3

Scattering Inversion: Phase Recovery
I. Waldspurger

Inverse scattering: x

!
x ! " , |x !# !1 |

"

!1

!
|x ! "!1 | ! # , ||x !" !1 | ! "!2 |

"

!1,!2

!W!1

!W!1

!W!1
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Original audio signal x

      Audio Reconstruction
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Original audio signal x

Reconstruction from Sx for an averaging window ! of 3 s

from 1st layer coe!cients |x !" !1 | ! #

      Audio Reconstruction
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Original audio signal x

adding 2nd layer coe!cients ||x !" !1 | ! "!2 | ! #

Reconstruction from Sx for an averaging window ! of 3 s

from 1st layer coe!cients |x !" !1 | ! #

      Audio Reconstruction
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LeCun et. al.

Training size Conv. Net. Scattering
300 7.2% 4.4%
5000 1.5% 1.0%
20000 0.8% 0.6%
60000 0.5% 0.4%

Classification Errors

Translation invariant
Stable to deformations

 Digit Classification: MNIST

Supervised Linear
Classifier (SVM)

Learns deformation invariants

yx Sx

J. Bruna
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Training Fourier Histogr. Scattering
per class Spectr. Features

46 1% 1% 0.2 %

J. Bruna

• New e!ective representation of complex stationary processes.

     Classification of Textures

CUREt database
61 classes

Texte

Supervised Linear
Classifier (SVM)

yx Sx
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! need to build invariant on the joint roto-translation group.

• Separable cascade of invariants loose joint distributions.

• Separable rotation and translation invariants can not
discriminate:

      How to Cascade Invariants ?
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(r, t) . x(u) = x(r!1(u! t))

• Roto-translation group G = {g = (r, t) ! SO(2)" R2}

      Roto-Translation Group
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(r, t) . x(u) = x(r!1(u! t))

• Group multiplication:

(r!, t!) . (r, t) = (r!r , r!t + t!) : not commutative.

• Roto-translation group G = {g = (r, t) ! SO(2)" R2}

      Roto-Translation Group
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(r, t) . x(u) = x(r!1(u! t))

• Group multiplication:

(r!, t!) . (r, t) = (r!r , r!t + t!) : not commutative.

• Averaging by convolution on a group:

• Roto-translation group G = {g = (r, t) ! SO(2)" R2}

      Roto-Translation Group
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(r, t) . x(u) = x(r!1(u! t))

• Group multiplication:

(r!, t!) . (r, t) = (r!r , r!t + t!) : not commutative.

• Averaging by convolution on a group:

• Roto-translation group G = {g = (r, t) ! SO(2)" R2}

      Roto-Translation Group

for translations : x !" (t) =
!

R2
x(t!) "(t! t!) dt!
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(r, t) . x(u) = x(r!1(u! t))

• Group multiplication:

(r!, t!) . (r, t) = (r!r , r!t + t!) : not commutative.

• Averaging by convolution on a group:

• Roto-translation group G = {g = (r, t) ! SO(2)" R2}

for roto-translations : X ! !(g) =
!

G
X(g!) !(g

!"1g) dg!

g = (r, t)

      Roto-Translation Group
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actions of deformations in Di!!(G), such that for g = (r, t)
• One can define complex wavelets !!2

(r, t) stable to

W2X =
!

X ! !(g)
X ! "!2

(g)

"

!2,g

is unitary.

    Wavelet Transform on a Group
L. Sifre
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actions of deformations in Di!!(G), such that for g = (r, t)
• One can define complex wavelets !!2

(r, t) stable to

W2X =
!

X ! !(g)
X ! "!2

(g)

"

!2,g

is unitary.

• A wavelet scattering computes

!W2X =
"

X ! !(g)
|X ! "!2

(g)|

#

!2,g

.

    Wavelet Transform on a Group
L. Sifre
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actions of deformations in Di!!(G), such that for g = (r, t)
• One can define complex wavelets !!2

(r, t) stable to

W2X =
!

X ! !(g)
X ! "!2

(g)

"

!2,g

is unitary.

• A wavelet scattering computes

!W2X =
"

X ! !(g)
|X ! "!2

(g)|

#

!2,g

.

    Wavelet Transform on a Group

x !W1

x !" (t)

|x !" 2jr(t)|

translation

= Xj(r, t)

L. Sifre
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actions of deformations in Di!!(G), such that for g = (r, t)
• One can define complex wavelets !!2

(r, t) stable to

W2X =
!

X ! !(g)
X ! "!2

(g)

"

!2,g

is unitary.

• A wavelet scattering computes

!W2X =
"

X ! !(g)
|X ! "!2

(g)|

#

!2,g

.

Xj ! !(r, t)

|Xj ! !!2
(r, t)|

    Wavelet Transform on a Group

x !W1

x !" (t)

|x !" 2jr(t)|

translation

!W2

roto-translation

= Xj(r, t)

L. Sifre
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actions of deformations in Di!!(G), such that for g = (r, t)
• One can define complex wavelets !!2

(r, t) stable to

W2X =
!

X ! !(g)
X ! "!2

(g)

"

!2,g

is unitary.

• A wavelet scattering computes

!W2X =
"

X ! !(g)
|X ! "!2

(g)|

#

!2,g

.

X ! !(2j , r, t)

|X ! !!2
(2j , r, t)|

    Wavelet Transform on a Group

x !W1

x !" (t)

|x !" 2jr(t)|

translation scalo-roto-translation

= X(2j , r, t)
+ renormalization

!W2

L. Sifre
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UIUC database:
25 classes

Scattering classification errors
Training Translation Transl + Rotation + Scaling

20 20 % 2% 0.6%

  Rotation and Scaling Invariance
Laurent Sifre
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• A Lie group G is defined by a Lie algebra g: linear space

of operators that specify the infinitesimal displacements of G.

g = exp(t.v) ! G with v ! g .

For translations, g is a 1D space generated by !t.

For deformations, g is generated by
!

! !(t) "t

"

!"C1
.

• The symmetry group is a product of Lie groups:

     Learning: Group Pursuit

known a priori to be learned

G1 !G2 !G3 !G4 ! ...
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• Learn stable parts not the symmetry group.

!X, !!"!vX , !!!"

!X

 Sparse Learning of Stable Parts

!v " g

sparse

• A sparse tight frame representation of a signal set
is composed of stable parts.
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• Learn stable parts not the symmetry group.

!X, !!"!vX , !!!"

!X

 Sparse Learning of Stable Parts

!

!v!! , !!!"

=!v " g

sparse

• A sparse tight frame representation of a signal set
is composed of stable parts.

to learn stable parts of symmetry groups and
build stable invariants with modulus and renormalizations.

! layer per layer ”sparse autoencoder training”
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         Conclusion

• Learning requires to reduce intra-class variability.

• Need to build stable, invariants over symmetry groups.

• Scattering over «stable parts» (wavelets): builds stable 
informative invariants with deep neural networks.

• Conjecture: stable parts can be learned with sparsity.

• Papers and softwares:     www.cmap.polytechnique.fr/scattering 

• Looking for Post-Doc..
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